ALICE EVANGELINE
Mystic Seer and Psychic Reader

Visit her for advice, guidance, and a demonstration of psychic powers and vision which you will remember as an event of your visit to the Exposition.

At the
Colonial Village

between
Governor's Palace and Wayside Inn

A Century of Progress—1934

Exclusive Mystic Incense and Oils
Born with the mysterious gift of psychic or mystic vision, Alice Evangeline has exercised this power since early childhood and has been recognized by leading mystics of the Far East. She has helped and guided thousands who have come to her privately, from all walks of life. Her Century of Progress appearance is her first in public.

With her years of experience and a deep and understanding human sympathy, she will be able to help you—with guidance for your health, for your happiness, for your success in business, for new ways and new thoughts, for your self-reliance—and with the messages which may be given you for your future.

Mind moves the world. The ancestor of every action is thought. Let not your heart be troubled, neither let it be fearful.

See Alice Evangeline and let her read your past—your present—your future.